Anchor: Greenview Knolls Elementary School
Bus: 572

7:26 ___ SPRING RIDGE MIDDLE SCHOOL
7:40 ___ CHANCELLORS RUN (1) RD @ LOCUST GLEN CT
(2) 7:41 ___ GREENVIEW PKY @ LONGFIELDS VILLAGE DR
(3) 7:42 ___ GREENVIEW PKY @ VALLEYVIEW DR
(4) 7:44 ___ GREENVIEW PKY @ LONGFIELDS BLVD
(5) 7:44 ___ LONGFIELDS BLVD @ JILLIAN CT
(6) 7:46 ___ LONGFIELDS BLVD @ JILLIAN CT
(7) 7:47 ___ LONGFIELDS BLVD @ DOUGLAS CT
(8) 7:50 ___ GREENVIEW KNOLLS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Anchor: Greenview Knolls Elementary School
Bus: 578

7:37 ___ ESPERANZA MIDDLE SCHOOL
7:40 ___ ATHLONE DR (1) @ FORE EDWARDS CT
(2) 7:41 ___ ATHLONE DR @ SHANNON ST
(3) 7:41 ___ ATHLONE DR @ CURLEY CT
(4) 7:42 ___ ATHLONE DR @ KINNEGAD PL
(5) 7:43 ___ KINNEGAD DR @ MOYCASHEL PL
(6) 7:44 ___ KINNEGAD DR @ KILKENNY PL
(7) 7:45 ___ FDR BLVD TRAFFIC CIRCLE @ CASTLETOWN WY
(8) 7:46 ___ FDR BLVD @ IVERSON DR
(9) 7:50 ___ GREENVIEW KNOLLS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Anchor: Greenview Knolls Elementary School
Bus: 584

7:40 ___ ESPERANZA MIDDLE SCHOOL
7:44 ___ CLIPPER (1) DR @ BRIGANTINE CT
(2) 7:45 ___ CLIPPER DR @ CARAVEL CT
(3) 7:47 ___ CLIPPER DR @ SCHOONER CT
(4) 7:50 ___ GREENVIEW KNOLLS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Anchor: Greenview Knolls Elementary School
Bus: 612

7:37 ___ ESPERANZA MIDDLE SCHOOL
7:42 ___ GOLDENROD (1) DR @ SUNFLOWER ST
(2) 7:43 ___ GOLDENROD DR @ HEATHER ST
(3) 7:44 ___ HEATHER ST @ COSMOS CT
(4) 7:45 ___ HEATHER ST @ BLUE SAGE PL
(5) 7:46 ___ HEATHER ST @ FOXGLOVE PL
(6) 7:50 ___ GREENVIEW KNOLLS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
(Routes as of 8/15/2023)

Anchor: Greenview Knolls Elementary School
Bus: 646

7:38_____ESPERANZA MIDDLE SCHOOL
7:42_____MEATH (1) RD @ DAUGHERTY CT
(2) 7:44_____MEATH RD @ KNOCKEYON LN
(3) 7:45_____MEATH RD @ ATHBOY CT
(4) 7:50_____GREENVIEW KNOLLS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Anchor: Greenview Knolls Elementary School
Bus: 647

7:33_____ESPERANZA MIDDLE SCHOOL
7:35_____MIRAMAR (1) WY @ TAYLOR LN
(2) 7:36_____22801 Three Notch Road
(3) 7:38_____SAYRE DR @ DEE CT
(4) 7:39_____SAYRE DR @ SARA CT
(5) 7:40_____22568 CHANCELLORS RUN RD
(6) 7:44_____BAJA LN @ CORONADO DR
(7) 7:45_____CORONADO DR @ MOJAVE DR
(8) 7:45_____22050 MOJAVE DR
(9) 7:46_____NORRIS RD @ TOWEY CT
(10) 7:48_____NORRIS RD @ MEADOW LAKE LN
(11) 7:48_____22250 CHANCELLORS RUN RD
(12) 7:50_____GREENVIEW KNOLLS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Anchor: Greenview Knolls Elementary School
Bus: 663

7:39_____ESPERANZA MIDDLE SCHOOL
7:43_____BUCK HEWITT (1) RD @ CHICKADEE CIR
(2) 7:43_____BUCK HEWITT RD @ OLD HEWITT RD
(3) 7:44_____BUCK HEWITT RD @ ALYDAR DR
(4) 7:45_____BUCK HEWITT RD @ ORIOLE DR
(5) 7:46_____BUCK HEWITT RD @ LINWOOD WY
(6) 7:46_____BUCK HEWITT RD @ HAWTHORNE WY
(7) 7:46_____BUCK HEWITT RD @ BALSAM WY
(8) 7:47_____BUCK HEWITT RD @ BAY ARBOR WY
(9) 7:48_____45726 BUCK HEWITT ROAD
(10) 7:50_____GREENVIEW KNOLLS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL